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This paper introduces typestates in C++ by creating a typestates library, as a tool, which provides
templates for protocol definitions, and then statically check that objects of the class are behaving
accordingly. This project is expected to aid programmers by helping them detect violations of pro-
tocols that they themselves define, making the programming process more flexible, practical, and
trouble-free. The tool is available in this Github repository [1].

1 Introduction

Typestate, as a concept, has been applied to many object-oriented languages; it is a protocol specification
to verify that operations on objects are performed in order. Recently, new languages were mainly created
to integrate typestates; such as Fugue, Plaid and Obsidian [11, 7, 10], while others extended existing
languages with typestate tools like Mungo in Java, Papaya in Scala, Typestates Pattern in Rust and more
[5, 14, 15, 12, 9, 8]. Although C++ is one the most commonly used programming languages, unfortu-
nately, there is only one attempt to implement typestate, as an expressive code for a finite state machine
[2]. However, it handles the checking for violations by using an intermediate wrapper class, which is
impractical; therefore, this project aims to smoothly do the checking process without an intermediate
function or class to provide simplicity and a better user interface.

2 Methods

The approach of this project is to build a static library to be a typestate tool in C++. The library uses
features and techniques such as Templates and Namespaces which are provided by C++ language [18,
16]. This is explained in detail in the tool’s demo video [6] and this Tutorial website [4].

2.1 Protocol templates

We will go over the implementation with a known example File reading process. if we have a file class
with three methods Open(), Read(), and Close(), the Open() method should be called before other meth-
ods. So, the protocol would be written in a form of a state machine with the use of the enumeration for
defining all possible states. As for transitions between states, they would be defined by using templates
in the library. Using templates Meta-programming concept in C++ allows the reshaping of different data
structures, and it has many other features [17]. The templates are extracted as in listing 1.

1 using TypestateTool :: map_transition;

2 using TypestateTool :: map_protocol;

Listing 1: Extracting templates
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After extracting the templates, the transitions between states are written as in listing 2. By using these
templates, the compiler will generate copies of the protocol templates implementations and save them at
compile-time. Then, these generated copies would be analyzed and used in the checker Class.

1 using File_protocol= map_protocol <map_transition <FileState ::CLOSED , FileState ::

OPEN , &File::Open >,

2 map_transition <FileState ::OPEN , FileState ::READ_MODE , &File::Read >,

3 map_transition <FileState ::READ_MODE , FileState ::READ_MODE , &File::Read >,

4 map_transition <FileState ::READ_MODE , FileState ::CLOSED , &File::Close >

5 >;

Listing 2: Protocol Definition

2.2 Protocol checker

A Checker class in the library is built to do typestates checking. However, to perform the checking, the
defined protocol first is linked to the class via defining a Maroc Directive function [3] and it is called in
the library Assign to Class() as displayed in listing 3.

1 Assign_to_Class(File , File_protocol);

Listing 3: Linking a protocol to class

Later, to verify that the implementation of a File object in listing 4 is according to the protocol, the
Checker class uses a function called Check transition() which takes the object implementation and
the defined protocol (File protocol) as parameters. However, the Check transition() function has
a pointer which is a technique that points to the function’s address in the main memory [13].

1 int main() { File file = File();

2 file.Open(); file.Read(); file.Read();file.Close ();return 0;}

Listing 4: Object implementation

This pointer firstly points to the first state that is defined by the user in the first define transition. In
the File class example, the pointer would initially point to a CLOSED state. Then it moves between
states according to the object implementation. However, every time before the pointer moves, the
Check transition() function checks if it was a valid transition or not. For example, file.Open() moves
from the CLOSED state to an OPEN state, which is a valid transition, so the pointer would move to the
OPEN state as it is explained in Appendix 4.1. However, if we start with file.Read() or File.Close(), the
pointer would not move and the Check transition() function would not let the program compile see
Appendix 4.2.

3 Results, Discussion and Future Work

To conclude, the Coconut tool is a typestates tool which was developed for the C++ language. However,
some of examples are run to test the effectiveness of the Coconut tool and to compare its features with
other typestates tools. In terms of effectiveness, these examples showed that the tool was in fact a useful
typestate tool capable of checking violations for defined protocols in most cases. Nevertheless, there are
few cases where some bugs exist; however, they could mainly because of the inconsistent movements of
the pointer in the Checker class, and they would be tackled in the future work. Regarding the features
of programming languages, the Coconut tool supports some features that other tools like Mungo and
Papaya support, such as branching and recursion. However, some features are not yet part of the tool but
they would be included in the future, such as using fields to store objects that have a protocol.
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4 Appendices

4.1 First Appendix

Figure 1: Check transition() function approach
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4.2 Second Appendix

Figure 2: Check transition() function produce Error
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